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Abstract

The majority of countries are currently struggling to achieve sustainable levels of
recycling and waste treatment, particularly relating to household waste, and this
area is in urgent need of new solutions. In general, the waste management sector
has struggled with low consumer trust, fraud, manipulation, significant manual
processes, and low levels of information and control. Here we propose a hybrid
blockchain solution called a Polkadot parachain. Polkadot is a blockchain
technology that allows for the development of a network of blockchains, each
called a parachain that can be customised to the business needs of a given
application. This solution provides the cost benefits, scalability, and control of a
permissioned blockchain while providing the security, verifiability, and trust of a
public blockchain. The solution combines three typically separate blockchain use
cases: supply chain tracking, incentivisation through a payment system, and
gamification to achieve a complete solution for waste management. We provide a
detailed discussion on the design of this blockchain solution with the use of
blockchain functionality assessed against the criteria and development approaches
found in the literature. Finally, we demonstrate how such a blockchain can be
implemented with the Substrate blockchain development framework and detail a
pilot project where this system will be implemented.

Keywords: Blockchain; Polkadot; Waste management; Recycling; Supply chain;
Pay as you throw; Substrate; Parachain

Introduction
Despite recent growth in the recycling sector and increases in environmentally

friendly consumption, most European countries are still far from achieving sustain-

able levels for the production of waste. The European Commission has identified

that many member states are at risk of significantly missing legally binding targets

for the reuse and recycling of municipal waste [1]. The commission identifies house-

hold municipal waste as one of the most complex streams to manage due to its

diverse composition, the large number of individual household producers, and the

problem of divided accountability. For household waste the only economically viable

option, given current technology, is for households to separate waste before delivery.

This challenge has recently increased significantly, as while waste has historically

been cost-effectively transported long distances for treatment, one of the most com-

mon pathways (transport to Asia) has been halted as China and other countries

have enacted policies with strict material purity constraints (99%) on imported

waste. It is then required, both under EU targets, and as a matter of achieving a
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sustainable society, that significant increases in both the rate of household waste

separation and the care with which this separation is performed are achieved.

Several methods that encourage citizens to change their behaviour, in order to

reduce waste generation and increase recycling, have been implemented and tested.

Popular approaches include monetary incentives [2], regulations [3], or altering the

convenience of recycling [4], to cite just a few. One approach that has shown promise

is that of Pay-As-You-Throw (PAYT) or recycling reward systems [5] that impose

costs on consumer for the production of undifferentiated waste or reward households

for the correct separation of recyclable material. PAYT systems are often preferred

for the ability to incentive producing less waste overall by reducing consumption,

encouraging waste separation, and the re-use products [6]. These approaches can

effectively be considered as providing economic incentives to consumers. Alterna-

tive forms of incentives, such as gamification, have also provided some promise for

delivering behavioural change in this sector [7].

However, these systems still face a number of challenges including preventing

the increased production of waste due to rebound effects, maintaining the quality

of waste separation, verifying the treatment of waste, and encouraging uptake by

consumers. On this last significant challenge, it must be noted that waste manage-

ment is typically characterised as a low trust industry [8] and consumers can be

discouraged to recycle when this is the case [9]. There is potentially good reason

for this lack of trust as the waste management sector has historically recorded rel-

atively high levels of organised crime and illegal dumping of waste [10]. Even today

there are serious issues in the treatment of waste once it hits the waste manage-

ment sector, for example, in many European countries over 40% of hazardous waste

“disappears” from the market [11]. In general, the waste management sector has

struggled with fraud and manipulation, the level of incorrect information, significant

manual processes, and low levels of information and control [12].

In this paper we propose a waste management and incentivisation system, called

BEE2WasteCrypto, that is built on a Polkadot parachain [13] as a promising poten-

tial solution to address these specific challenges. Polkadot is a technology envisaged

as a network of connected blockchains. These specific blockchain implementations,

called parachains, provide “globally-coherent dynamic data structures” [13]. While

one of the main use cases for this developing technology is the ability to transmit

information between different blockchains, it also provides additional advantages of

specific use here. Because parachains are linked through the Polkadot relay chain,

they share a level of security and provide a level of trust without the requirement

that each individual parachain achieves complete independent security.

Blockchain technologies are characterised by their trust free and transparent na-

ture [14], in fact, this ability to increase trust is the most cited advantage in the

study of their application [14]. Due to this and other advantages blockchain tech-

nologies have generated significant interest and found some recent success in the

related fields of supply chain management [15], and particularly food and agriculture

supply chains [16].

A blockchain is a relatively unique data structure which generally achieves a

specific set of characteristics including decentralisation of consensus, immutabil-

ity, transparency, automation, and security [17]. Although these characteristics will
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depend on the exact blockchain technology applied they can allow for additional fea-

tures such as financial incentives, self governance, and data ownership [14]. Perhaps

the most important of these characteristics are decentralisation and immutability

from which the case is made that blockchain can offer a system that produces trust.

With a decentralised consensus no entity has control of the system, so we do not

need to trust that a third party will treat our data securely, as no party has the

control over this data. When we combine this with immutability, that property

that past actions cannot be changed, a complete record of all previous actions, that

cannot be altered by any party is secured on the blockchain. This property is some-

times described as “trust-free” in that users are not required to trust any third party

when using a blockchain system. In a recent review of the blockchain literature, [14],

finds the most cited benefit of applying blockchain mentioned by 50% of studies, is

this “trust-free, transparent nature which eliminates the need for intermediaries”.

However, it is important to note that the characteristics will depend on the exact

nature of the blockchain solution applied. There are in fact a vast range of tech-

nology solutions that can broadly be classified as “blockchain” technologies which

each take different approaches and make different trade-offs in characteristics, for

example sacrificing decentralisation for improving speed or lowering costs.

For this research we then present a polkadot parachain blockchain for use in the

waste management industry. In comparison to alternative research surveyed the

solution proposed here:

• Applies a hybrid blockchain solution (parachain) based on a blockchain net-

work (Polkadot) that provides the cost benefits, scalability, and control of a

permissioned blockchain while providing the security, verifiability, and trust

of a public blockchain such as Ethereum. We believe this to be one of the

first applications of a Polkadot parachain in the literature in any field and

one of the first to discuss the application of the Substrate blockchain design

framework.

• Leverages specific characteristics of this blockchain solution to address the

fundamental issues associated with waste collection and management.

• The blockchain design is provided in detail with the use of blockchain func-

tionality assessed against the criteria of [18]. Given the identified system goals

we design a blockchain solution following the approach of [19] and show how

this is implemented within the Substrate blockchain framework.

• Combines three typically separate blockchain use cases: supply chain track-

ing, incentivisation through a payment system, and gamification to achieve a

complete solution for waste management.

Literature review
A limited number of previous studies have proposed the use of blockchain technology

in the waste management sector, these are summarised in Table 1. In addition, a

number of commercial blockchain waste management projects have either launched

as start-ups or pilot projects including Swachhcoin [20], Recereum [21], RecycleGo

[22], Partitalia [23], Plastic bank [24], End of Waste (EOW) [25].

The literature review identified several different areas where blockchain has been

proposed for application in the waste management system including:
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• Supply chain management – the benefits of blockchain for both coordinat-

ing the supply chain (the flows of waste between different facilities) and for

tracking waste and recycling is proposed in the literature in a number of stud-

ies. Supply chain management is the most common category of application

found in the waste management literature and various means of implementing

a system that tracks smart bins and garbage collection are discussed, how-

ever, it is found that a number of these implementations end up relying on

centralized server infrastructure which undermines the trustless nature of the

blockchain. In the case of tracking recycled materials, it is argued that cre-

ating a blockchain record of material flows will improve the information on

recycled material which will increase efficiency and increase prices for such

material [26]. Additionally, tracking waste sources and destinations may open

up new options in terms of making manufactures responsible for the disposal

of their products [27]. Transparency, automation, and disintermediation have

all been identified as blockchain features driving adoption in supply chains

[28].

• Providing incentives – Using tokens to provide incentives is discussed in

a few studies. In one case the blockchain tokens are simply used to replace

physical tokens that citizens receive for recycling [29]. In an interesting case

in the agricultural sector tokens are issued to farmers to reward the sorting

of waste [30]. The increased sorting of waste should increase the production

of fertilizer and energy in waste treatment which the farmers can then trade

tokens for. This case study provides an example of using tokens to share the

benefits of a changed behavior (internalizing an externality). In a review of the

related field of circular economy it was argued that the use of incentivization

is underutilized in proposed blockchain applications, indicating there is still

much to explore in this area [31]. In the commercial pilot projects reviewed

incentivization appeared to be a much more common application of blockchain

than in the academic literature.

• Waste services market / platform – the ability to implement decentralized

markets or platforms on a blockchain is presented in the waste management

context. In one study [32] it is argued that centralizing the European trade

of goods and services will provide competition benefits and reduce regulatory

burden. However, these benefits are not specific to blockchain (the benefits of

centralized exchange) and blockchain is only proposed as a possible platform.

In another study a community sized services exchange platform is proposed.

However, the literature on blockchain applications reviewed typically suffers from

a number of shortcomings, the most significant of which is scalability. In particular,

both the applications found in the literature and the commercial projects typically

proposed the use of the Ethereum blockchain [33]. Ethereum was the first blockchain

to allow for smart contract functionality and is by far the most common platform for

blockchain projects found in the literature. Unfortunately, over the last several years

Ethereum has become a victim of its own success and due to competition between

projects to make use of the limited Ethereum block bandwidth, the fees for the

use of Ethereum have become excessive for all but the highest value applications

(typically finance based) with each interaction with the blockchain costing upwards
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of $20, which is simply not practical for a supply chain application. In [34] the

authors reviewed three of the Ethereum based commercial projects (Swachcoin,

Recereum, and Plastic Bank) and found them to be immature and unable to handle

the quantity of data that would be required in a realistic scale application.

In addition, while these applications propose a system to be implemented on a

blockchain they do not justify the use of blockchain or match its particular charac-

teristics to the specific problem being solved. For a blockchain to provide a successful

technological solution to a given problem, the specific characteristics of blockchain

(including advantages and disadvantages) should be matched to the detail of the

problem [18].

It should also be noted that most of these studies are highly theoretical and have

not involved the development of a solution and so have not addressed the practical

challenges of applying current blockchain technologies to their design specification.

These practical details are important as the majority of the commercial pilots have

been hampered by some of the typical limitations of blockchain technology including

cost, security, and scalability [34]. It is difficult to imagine that Etheruem can be a

practical solution for a blockchain application, such as waste management, where

many small updates are being made to the system to track the high quantity of

waste produced by households.

Finally, the literature demonstrates that blockchain technology is typically im-

plemented in combination with a number of enabling technologies including, smart

bins, 5G, Radio Frequency identification (RFID), QR code readers, artificial intelli-

gence (AI), digital twin technology, Internet of Things (IoT), and large-scale sensors.

Many of these technologies play important roles as interfaces with the physical world

as blockchain is an entirely digital technology. However, this fact should be noted as

both it is not always clear if the benefits of the system presented in the literature are

due to blockchain, the other technologies involved, or the combination proposed. In

addition, the requirements for significant investment in enabling technology adds to

the already significant hurdles of applying blockchain technology. For this reason,

we present here two system configurations, one that applies blockchain with current

technology available at a proposed pilot site and one configuration based upon the

ideal technology.

Methodology
In this section of the document, we introduce the reader to blockchain by giving

a brief overview of how the technology operates before identifying and explaining

the specific blockchain technology selected for application in this project. Next,

we outline the waste collection and incentivization system to be implemented on

the selected blockchain before discussing the criteria used to design and assess the

specifications of the blockchain implementation.

Basic structure of a blockchain

Blockchain, as the name implies, can be thought of as a connected series, or chain,

of blocks. Each block contains data that is recorded in the system and a repre-

sentation of the previous block (a hash). This means the chain cannot easily be

altered, for if an attacker altered the information in a block the next block would
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no longer match, and the chain would be broken. Therefore, to alter any part of

the blockchain requires the alteration of all following parts of the blockchain, which

becomes computationally prohibitively expensive when using a consensus algorithm

such as Proof of Work.

The real advance in blockchain technology arrived with the launch of the

Ethereum blockchain [33]. Ethereum, rather than simply adding transactions to

blocks allowed users to add code called smart contracts. This meant users could

submit code, that can be run on the blockchain, that was publicly verifiable and

unalterable. This meant users could for instance create a smart contract to track the

whereabouts of products in a supply chain, with operators updating the status as

products arrived at different locations. This record of where each product was sent

then cannot be altered and is publicly verifiable for all to check. Such an approach

is, for example, being used to create system where we can verify exactly where food

originated from (to provide proof of locality) and exactly how fresh it is [16].

Blockchains are then exciting as they provide a neutral architecture, where no

entity has control, and the operation of code and information can be trusted [35].

In this way blockchain system are sometimes described as trust-less, as in we do

not need to trust that our smart contract will be applied as no entity is in control

to stop or alter its execution.

Finally, it should be noted that many blockchains require cryptocurrencies. Cryp-

tocurrencies, such as Ether on Ethereum, that are part of the blockchain and can be

sent as transactions between addresses owned by users on the blockchain. Typically,

a “wallet” software is used that will automatically create new addresses for the user

to send their crypto currencies to or from. An important aspect of crypto currencies

is that they are rewarded to the miners which add blocks to the blockchain. What

this means is that the value of these crypto currencies is an important part of the

security of the system. If the value falls too low, less miners will work to secure the

system, and attack becomes much easier or less expensive (and therefore the sys-

tem less secure) with a proof of work (PoW) consensus system. Modern consensus

algorithms, such as proof of stake, are even more sensitive to the value of the crypto

currency. With the low value of a cryptocurrency in such a system an attacker can

modify additional blocks added to the system. However, such an action will likely

reduce the value of the crypto currency (which by definition the attacker holds a

lot of) and this fact creates an economic cost for this type of attack.

Similar to cryptocurrencies, tokens, are often allowed on a blockchain. Tokens

are implemented as smart contracts and like crypto currencies can be sent between

wallets. The main difference between crypto currencies and tokens, is that crypto

currencies are an inherent part of the blockchain and part of the security of the

system. This means that typically there is only one cryptocurrency associated with

a given blockchain and the value of cryptocurrencies can fluctuate based on many

factors (see for example [36]), be dificult to predict [37] and, as such, are not always

suitable to introduce incentives to a blockchain application. Conversely, usually any

number of tokens can then be added to the blockchain by users and the rules for

how these operate again can be controlled by users.
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Polkadot blockchain network

Polkadot is a blockchain protocol that implements a multichain blockchain design in-

tended to address issues with scalability that have plagued other popular blockchain

protocols such as Etheruem [13]. The Polkadot network is comprised of many dif-

ferent blockchains (called parachains or parathreads) and the Polkadot relay chain

that acts to connect the parachains together into a network. In the case of Polkadot

individual parachains are allowed a reasonable degree of freedom in their design,

however, all of the connected blockchains effectively share a security layer meaning

that the level of trust and verifiability of a large public blockchain can be achieved

in small application specific blockchains.

A high level overview of the polkadot network infrastructure is presented in Figure

1, for more detail the reader is referred to [13]. The polkadot network consists

of a series of linked parachains, each an independent blockchain in its own right.

The distinction between these parachain and another blockchain is that the rules

for state transition (essentially the rules for adding a new block) and a simplified

representation of the current state of the parachain (candidate receipt + erasure

coding) are additionally part of the Polkadot blockchain. Validators, which are a

type of blockchain node that determine which new block gets added to a blockchain

from the Polkadot network are also used to validate blocks for the parachain. This

means the security guarantees for the large Polkadot network, also apply to each

smaller parachain, as to change a parachain or write an invalid block an attacker

would need to attack the Polkadot blockchain itself. In addition, transactions can

be sent between parachains, allowing them to act as a network of blockchains.

Waste collection and incentivisation solution

Here we outline the solution to be implemented on the blockchain. A blockchain

is an entirely digital construct and to be useful for an application in the physical

world it must be clear how this interaction occurs and the nature of the physical

system being implemented or represented on a blockchain. Here we propose a unified

waste collection and recycling incentivisation system that takes advantages of the

characteristics of blockchain technology to address two pressing problems in waste

management and collection. The system, called BEE2WasteCrypto [38], developed

in cooperation with FUTURE-COMPTA [39] implements a transparent and veri-

fiable supply chain. The intention of this supply chain is to track consumer waste

products and recycling material after leaving the household and provide verifiable

information to households on the final destination of the material as well as feedback

on their recycling performance. The intention is that implementing a system that is

verifiable and not directly under the control of a waste management company that

is not trusted by consumers should help to reduce mistrust in the waste collection

system as a whole. This verifiable and transparent supply chain also provides clear

and timely information to local and central government authorities on the quantity

of waste and recycling products being produced, and will allow them to respond

faster and pinpoint with greater precision any issues that are preventing sustainabil-

ity targets from being met. A verifiable supply chain also helps to address issues of

waste being lost from the system and dumped as it becomes clear where numbers

are no longer matching up and waste or recycling products are leaking from the

waste collection process.
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Secondly, the BEE2WasteCrypto system allows for an integrated implementa-

tion of Pay-As-You-Throw (PAYT) policies, recycling rewards, and gamification.

While policies that target economic incentives to waste production and recycling

behaviour are common in Europe there are typically issues with measurement that

are addressed by this system. By leveraging the verifiable record of waste production

and recycling behaviour provided by the blockchain a systematic reward system can

be implemented that is transparently based upon household behaviour. The ability

to combine multiple sources of information that would typically be held by separate

organisation but that can be leveraged together, such as supply chain tracking and

customer rewards here, is an identified advantage of blockchain technology [40]. In a

non-blockchain centralised system, these two sources of information would be held

by separate actors and the ability to combine them less straightforward and lacking

in verifiability.

The system that achieves this functionality is outlined below and is presented with

two specification, one based on current technology (CT) available at the site of the

pilot project, one based on ideal technology (IT). The option of a configuration

based on current technology makes the proposed project viable without significant

economic investment. However, it is also important to consider the characteristics

that would be required of the system with the application of more advanced tech-

nology to make sure the blockchain system is future proof to these needs.

In the CT configuration the system works broadly as follows:

1 Each household will register with the BEE2WasteCrypto system and register

the method in which they dispose of waste and recycling material. In some

instances a household will have an individualised deposit point, so material

(and recycling behaviour) can be specifically traced to an individual house-

hold. However, the majority of households in the case study area share a single

deposit point for multiple households such as a single bin for an apartment

building, or a collection of households in a neighbourhood that share a large

deposit point.

2 Households separate waste as usual in the household into different product

streams (undifferentiated, plastic and metallic packaging, paper and card-

board, and glass). The recyclable products should be included in clear plastic

bags. Undifferentiated material (general waste) must be placed in a specific

type of bag which must be purchased for a fee. The use of paid bags is the

simplest means to implement Pay-As-You-Throw charging. These product

streams are then deposited at collection points by the household as is cur-

rently the case.

3 Waste collection services will pick up waste as usual and upon each collec-

tion the action will be registered with the waste collection vehicle on the

blockchain. The information registered will include the location, the time,

the waste product type, the weight of collected product, and a spot check

evaluation of the quality of separation of recycled material.

4 Having completed a collection route waste material will be deposited at a

treatment facility. Again, this action will be registered on a blockchain.

5 The actions of the treatment facility will depend on the type of waste received,

however, typically this involves sorting material. In the case of undifferentiated
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waste the waste is still processed to try to identify recyclable material that has

been included or dangerous materials inappropriately disposed of. Recycling

material processing facilities typically look to identify and sort different types

of recyclable material and package these together to be auctioned to produces

who will actually make use of the material. All of these actions, provide data

that can be registered to the blockchain indicating the quality of the recycling

sorting process undertaken by households. In addition, the final quantities of

materials that are on sold for recycling and the price received for these can

be registered to provide transparency on the entire waste treatment process.

6 The household then has access to an app which allows them to view the jour-

ney through the supply chain of material originating at their deposit points.

They are able to receive feedback on both the material separation perfor-

mance at their deposit points and see the total quantity of material recycled

or disposed of and the means of this disposal.

7 The local government policy maker then has the option to base the payments

for waste disposal of the household based on the information provided by the

system. For example, it also allows the provision of rewards to households

based upon their recycling performance and the introduction of gamification

based upon neighbourhood performance.

8 With a specified payment/reward scheme the blockchain system will issue

reward tokens based upon performance. These reward tokens, awarded for

recycling performance, in the pilot project can be used to purchase additional

waste bags for undifferentiated waste. In addition, they can be used to pay for

waste utility bills or exchanged for use of services offered by the municipality

(concerts, swimming pools, museums, etc). In this way an additional economic

incentive is created for proper waste separation and local municipalities can

experiment with finding the balance between costs and rewards.

9 Additional functionality, such as provision of information on how to recycle

or available uses for rewards can also be provided on the app.

The above system provides the greatest degree of functionality without significant

investment in new technologies, outside of the implementation of the blockchain.

One feature of the system is that it is not possible to identify the exact recycling

behaviour of an individual household. While the Pay-As-You-Throw principle is ap-

plied, and household pay for the disposal of undifferentiated waste based on their

production, this information is not available for the purposes of tracking sustain-

ability or providing rewards. In general rewards must also be provided only on

an apartment building or neighbourhood basis (depending on deposit site of the

household). There is some reason to be optimistic about this approach as it has

been found that peer pressure and local norms play a strong influence in recycling

behaviour [41].

However, ideally the province of waste would be attributable to individual house-

holds, both to target rewards and provide personalised feedback on recycling per-

formance. A number of potential solutions to this currently exist or are proposed

in the literature:

• Smart bins: With smart bins a household would deposit waste in a specific bin.

Typically, they need a specific key (usually RFID) to unlock and deposit waste
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into the smart bin. By combining this function with weight sensors, smart bins

are able to record the quantity of waste deposited by specific users, however,

it would still not be possible to differentiate recycling separation performance

between users.

• Smart bags: With smart waste bags individual bags used for recycling are

identifiable, either with QR codes or RFIDs. This solution requires that the

identity of these bags is registered to the blockchain upon collection or upon

processing of the bags. The advantage of this solution is that each bag is

specifically traceable to a given user so that rewards or penalties for recycling

performance can be targeted precisely. The disadvantage is the additional cost

associated with both the smart bags themselves and the equipment required

to read their identities.

For the purpose of designing a blockchain system we consider that both of these

technologies may be available under the IT system configuration and that the

blockchain system must be designed to address these requirements. A represen-

tation of this system and its interaction with the blockchain is provided in Figure

2.

Regardless of the level of technology associated with the solution the aims of the

system are the same:

• Increase trust in the waste management sector through increasing trans-

parency and verifiability of the waste management supply chain.

• Transparently combine the waste and recycling performance information with

policies of penalties and rewards to achieve the basis for an economic incentive

system.

• Implement economic incentives through the ability to collect and spend re-

wards generated on selected products and services (implement a payment

system).

These aims must be considered as the system design presented here is translated to

a blockchain design and implementation.

Case study details

The BEE2WasteCrypto system will be implemented, in cooperation with the tehc-

nology partner FUTURE-COMPTA [39], in Arruda dos Vinhos, a small city north

of Lisbon in Portugal. Arruda dos Vinhos is a fast-growing city with the highest

population growth in the country over the previous ten years to 2019. Nearby cities

in the region have won awards in sustainable tourism and both natural popula-

tion growth and increasing tourism are expected to add to growing environmental

pressure in the area. While growth and tourism are essential for development they

must be encouraged to occur in a sustainable manner to retain the environmental

charm of the surrounding area. In general, Portugal, as with many European mem-

ber states, is currently at risk of failing to reach European targets for the reuse and

recycling of waste and is still significantly behind 2020 targets. Arruda dos Vinhos

was a contributor to this issue with recycling rate below the national average.

Blockchain design approach

In the remainder of this paper we present the blockchain system designed to achieve

these goals by implementing the system presented in the previous section. First, we
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assess the suitability of blockchain as a technology for this problem against the

criteria provided by [18], given the goals of the system presented. Having, assessed

where blockchain can be successfully applied we present the different blockchain

specifications possible for use in this application and select the most appropriate

by matching the characteristics to the desired goals of the system. Next, given the

selected blockchain protocol we design the system using the criteria and approach of

[19] which requires specification of the approach to data management, performance,

security, oracles, and smart contracts. Finally, we show how these approaches can

be implemented in practice with the selected blockchain protocol using the selected

blockchain development framework.

Blockchain system design
The first step in the application of a blockchain system, having designed the system

functionality requirements, is to assess the suitability of blockchain as technology

platform [19].

Assessment of blockchain suitability to application

In [18] the authors present a set of criteria to implement a blockchain solution to a

given problem. In Table 2, we assess the waste management application described

in here against these criteria. Table 2 demonstrates the suitability of blockchain

to this application, which is in line with the findings of [18] who identify supply

chain as a use case where blockchain is a desirable technology solution. It should be

noted, however, that the degree to which these criteria are achieved will depend on

the specifics of the blockchain design and, as such, it is important to keep in mind

the required properties of the described solution.

Selection of blockchain framework

Having identified blockchain as the potential solution for an application the next

question that must be answered is whether the project will build upon an existing

blockchain or develop an independent and application specific blockchain.

Historically, the most popular option is to make use of existing blockchain infras-

tructure and develop an application that will run on an existing blockchain such as

Ethereum, the majority of waste management applications found in the literature

adopt this approach. The advantage of this approach is that the development process

is greatly simplified as all of the blockchain infrastructure already exists (protocol,

nodes, blockchain structure) and the developer needs only concentrate on develop-

ing the application that will run on this blockchain as smart contracts. The tools

and documentation for developing smart contracts on the major blockchains are

relatively well developed and this likely offers the fastest path to implementing a

blockchain project.

There do, however, exist a number of drawbacks to this approach. Firstly, the

developer is restricted to the features of the blockchain as it currently exists and

cannot customise these for the specific project needs. The feature set, cost, and

operation of the blockchain is also dependant on the governance decisions of the

group controlling the blockchain and an individual project is likely to have little

influence on these. In addition, while the cost and complexity of setting up and
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running a blockchain can be avoided the user is instead required to pay fees in some

form for the use of the existing network. The level of these fees in fiat currency

can be high, volatile, and unpredictable. This means that considerable effort can be

expended developing a project for an existing blockchain only for the fee levels to

spike and make the project economically unfeasible. Recently, fees on the Ethereum

blockchain that is used by the majority of waste management applications found

in the literature hit a record high equivalent to $22 per transaction [42], meaning

even the most simple updates to the blockchain, such as submitting that waste had

been collected would cost $22.

Developing an application specific blockchain is an alternative approach that is

rapidly maturing. The original means to do so would be to take a fork (a copy) of

an existing opensource blockchain and modify it for the user’s needs (as proposed

in [43] for example). However, this approach is relatively complex and can require a

high level of blockchain development skill to implement. Recent developments have

made the creation of an application specific blockchain much simpler. In the case of

permissioned blockchains the Hyperledger set of tools allows a developer to easily

setup their own independent blockchain with Hyperledger Fabric [44]. This requires

that some set of users of the application will be responsible for running nodes

with only selected functionality made available to the public in general. However,

this approach limits the user to a private permissioned blockchain design with the

specifications used by Hyperledger without significant additional development work.

Private blockchains allow for the private exchange and sharing of data among

multiple organizations or a single organization (or among a group of individuals)

with generation of blocks and consensus controlled by selected individuals. Private

blockchain are an example of a fully permissioned blockchain, where users require

permission to interact with the blockchain and the level of interaction is controlled

depending on their permission level. Unknown members cannot achieve access to

the blockchain and hence it can be considered a private data store to the per-

missioned individuals. This means an authority must be created, centralised, or

decentralised, to grant permissions to users and control access to the system. In

comparison with public blockchain, private blockchains are cheaper and faster as

less time and energy is spent to reach consensus. Some of the examples of private

blockchains are Corda, Hyperledger Fabric, and Quorum. Private blockchains are

sometimes referred to as enterprise blockchain and are typically intended to be ap-

plied to enterprise problems, such as creating a shared database between business

partners [45].

Polkadot: a network of blockchains

The Polkadot network allows the flexibility to take advantage of the benefits of pub-

lic and private application specific blockchains which are desirable for this applica-

tion. By developing a parachain, we are allowed the flexibility to design a system

that can deal with the number of transactions, and more importantly the level of

data, required to be tracking the large quantity of waste produced in a city without

incurring the costs of trying to do so on public blockchain. However, we maintain the

property of trust, as each block that is added to the blockchain must be validated

by the wider Polkadot network, not just the actors using the BEE2WasteCrypto
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blockchain. This means that even if the control of the BEE2WasteCrypto blockchain

is centralised, the centralised actors cannot change historical information (break im-

mutability) as this would be detected and prevented by the Polkadot network. A

Polkadot parachain is required to add blocks at the speed specified by the Polkadot

network, currently every 6 seconds, however, this may be excessive for the cur-

rent application. An alternative approach, called a parathread, operates as part of

the network, however, it shares a single parachain slot with other parathread[1].

A parathread then is simply a Polkadot parachain that adds blocks a t a lower

frequency than that required of a parathread and is the solution that will be used

here.

For this application a Polkadot[2] parathread offers the ideal combination of de-

centralised trust and the performance of a permission blockchain.

Substrate: a framework for blockchain development

To actually implement a parachain we make use of the Substrate programming

framework. This framework is designed to allow any user to create a blockchain

from scratch based on selecting the functionality they desire which is contained in

different “pallets”. For example, a blockchain developer selects the pallet for the

consensus algorithm they prefer to determine how consensus will work on their

blockchain. A wide and growing range of pallets exist, which allow a blockchain

developer to quickly add functionality to a blockchain, without having to develop

this functionality themselves. This allows for a wide range of blockchain designs.

In addition, Substrate allows a blockchain developer to be able to connect their

application specific blockchain to a blockchain network such as Polkadot or Kusama

through the inclusion of the Cumulus pallet.

Blockchain design and implementation

In this section we apply the decision making model of [19] to determine the

blockchain design required to fulfil the project goals. A decision-making model al-

lows us to map elements of the problem we are trying to solve the set of potential

solutions. We then show how these solutions can be implemented in the selected

blockchain development framework of Substrate.

Basic blockchain system design

A blockchain requires a certain amount of basic functionality to operate. For exam-

ple, each of the nodes in the blockchain need a method to find other nodes, the nodes

need a method to agree on the state of the blockchain and add blocks (consensus

algorithm), etc. Here we make use of the Substrate Framework for Runtime Ag-

gregation of Modularized Entities (FRAME) which provides a set of pallets which

implement all the basic functionality required to implement a blockchain. One of

[1]Parathread functionality is not fully implemented on Polkadot at time of writing,

however, this is expected to be finalised in the near future. However, this means

that exact details of the cost differences to parachain is not available.
[2]For the case study the parachain developed may be deployed to one of the other

blockchain networks based on Polkadot, such as Kusama or Rococo, as these net-

works require a significantly lower cost to join.
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the most important characteristics of a blockchain is the consensus algorithm. Here

FRAME operates AuRA which we maintain for the purposes of testing the pilot

project. AuRA is a Proof-Of-Authority (PoA) approach to consensus where a set of

authorities take turns authoring blocks. This approach obviously does not achieve

the level of trust and transparency intended of the system.

The basic FRAME Substrate structure is then modified by applying Cumulus [46]

which adds the functionality required to join the Polkadot network as a parachain

or parathread. Operating as a parachain or parathread effectively outsources con-

sensus to the larger Polkadot network and instead nodes needs to provide collator

functionality. A collator proposes the blocks that should be added to the blockchain,

however, it is only validators from the Polkadot network that will authorise a block

to be added to the blockchain.

Data management design

A blockchain is fundamentally a data management structure, like a database, and

decisions around the management of data will be fundamental to the construction

of the blockchain system. In the case of blockchain design a user must decide both

where to store data (on chain or off chain) and how to store the data (raw, encrypted,

tokenised, hashed).

In this application we broadly need to consider the management of two data flows,

those associated with supply chain activity, and those associated with rewards and

exchanging rewards for goods and services (a payment system).

For both of these applications integrity and transparency are crucial, as these are

fundamental goals of the system and essential for the implementation of a payment

system. This leads us to the conclusion that raw data should be held on chain,

despite the potential performance requirements. One advantage of the Polkadot

framework is that this data only needs to be held on the parathread developed

specifically for this application and not on a public network. This vastly reduces

costs as the level of replication required is only related to the number of nodes that

participants in this system wish to create. In contrast, previous literature which

chooses to store data on the Ethereum blockchain, must be replicated across the

many nodes operating the Etheruem network at considerable cost[3]. Here, we select

not to encrypt data as the transparency of data is a key requirement of the supply

chain component of the system. Transparency can be an advantage or disadvantage

for a payment system depending on concerns about privacy. In this case we decide

to rely on pseudonymity to provide the desired level of privacy for payments as is

typical in blockchain applications.

To implement the data management system in Substrate is the most significant

development task associated with this solution. This is the case as both a supply

chain and a payment system are largely about storing and retrieving data.

To implement the supply chain component of the system we develop two new

Substrate pallets based upon the supply chain approach outlined in [47]. A high-

level description of the functionality implemented is discussed here and these pallets

will be made open source upon implementation of the pilot.

[3]It should be noted that there is currently no “cost” to store data on the Ethereum

network directly, instead the cost of storing data is incorporated into the transaction

cost of submitting that data.
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The first pallet, named waste-registry, is used to generate the information associ-

ated with a waste collection. In the case of the CT system, a transaction is sent to

the Waste-Registry pallet by the collection vehicle when picking up waste from a

deposit point to create a digital record of the waste collected in the form of a Wast-

eDeposit object which represents the collected waste on the blockchain. In the case

of the IT system, each individual bag will be registered an individual WasteDeposit.

In second pallet, the waste-tracking pallet, we implement the functionality to track

the created WasteDeposit through the different stages of the supply chain. When

a collection vehicle starts a collection process it creates a WasteCollection object,

and each WasteDeposit collected is associated with that WasteCollection. When the

vehicle arrives at the collection facility this is registered to the WasteCollection and

the facility can register information on the quality or the arrived WasteCollection.

The reward system is also implemented in two pallets, one that determines the re-

wards (eco-reward-system) and another to implements the payment system called

the balances pallet. The eco-reward-system determines the rewards for each user

and transfers Eco-Credits to the associated user address based on behaviour ob-

served in the supply chain pallets. The balances pallet is a standard pallet available

for Substrate that implements a simple payment system, that allows for the trans-

fer of a currency which we here call Eco-Credits. This pallet is the first example

of the usefulness of Substrate approach, where we enable prebuilt functionality to

our blockchain. In a large-scale implementation of the project, the reward payment

system may be moved to another blockchain, due to the different data, block fre-

quency, and security requirements of the two systems. A blockchain network such

as Polkadot allows for this system structure.

A gamification pallet is also under development. This pallet will build on infor-

mation provided from the waste-tracking pallet to determine progress of different

neighbourhoods, or different streets, against recycling and sustainability goals. Com-

petitions, achievements and prizes can be implemented by the local municipality

within this system.

Performance design

The performance decision model allows the blockchain developer to define a strat-

egy to deal with the processing of big data, here, big data being a quantity that

cannot easily be stored on chain. Here we have concluded that raw data can be

stored on chain. This decision reflects the fact that the history of this data will be

held on a parachain (or parathread) run by members of the consortium using the

BEE2WasteCrypto system and so does not incur the costs of storing data on a com-

pletely public blockchain. The Polkadot relay chain will only hold a short history

of the BEE2WasteCrypto system to ensure that the transition between new blocks

is always completed in a valid system. Another performance decision possible with

Substrate, but not discussed in [19], is that some computation can be performed

off chain with an off-chain worker. However, this does not appear to be necessary

within the scope of the BEE2WasteCrypto system.

Finally, in the context of the Polkadot blockchain network a performance decision

must be made about whether to implement a blockhain as a parachain (constantly

connected to the network and adding blocks every 6 seconds) or a parathread which
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can intermittently connect to the network. The supply chain functionality is unlikely

to require such a fast block speed, there should be little issue with transactions

(registering data) needing to wait more than 6 seconds before registering to the

blockchain. It is likely possible that even hourly blocks would not add a particular

burden to system functionality. However, a payment system requires reasonable

block frequency so payment can be confirmed in a reasonable time.

Security design

In regards to security [19] identifies that both authentication (the means to identify

users) and authorisation (the permissions of users) must be accounted for.

For authentication we implement a decentralised identity solution on the

blockchain using a registry. We implement this functionality using the decentralised

ID (DID) pallet available for Substrate and a pallet called user-registrar which

maintains a list of organizations and the users associated with each organisation.

In the future this functionality may be outsourced to a parachain on the network

specifically designed for identity management, several of which are under develop-

ment for Polkadot. Enforcing authentication helps reduce the significant issues with

identifying and controlling malicious actors in a system (see for example [48]).

For authentication we make use of the role based access control (RBAC) pallet

available for Substrate. The RBAC allows us to create a permission system for access

to the BEE2WasteCrypto functionality. Under this system organisation managers

can select which accounts should have access to which functionality. In the case

of household users permissions are unlocked once a decentralised identity has been

associated with the given account.

Security is then maintained by ensuring all transactions or extrinsics (interactions

with on chain functionality) must be “signed” by an account. This means all trans-

actions have an assigned sending account, the RBAC pallet is then used to check

the account is associated with a decentralised identity and that the identity has

permissions to access the desired functionality.

Typically, in blockchain systems, economic security is enforced to prevent certain

methods of malicious behaviour. To do so a transaction fee is associated with most

actions on the blockchain, this transaction fee prevents the spamming of requests or

distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks by making these actions prohibitively

expensive. Substrate allows us to specify costs for each transaction, however, here

we rely on the authentication security although this may need to change if the

system is used outside of the small pilot case.

The approach of [19] does not discuss the means for ensuring security of the

blockchain system itself and this is one of the largest challenges for a small applica-

tion specific blockchain. It is typically the case that between 33%-51% of the nodes

(or hash power produced by nodes) can be used to break the security guarantees

of blockchain system depending on the consensus algorithm . In this application we

take advantage of the shared security layer offered by the Polkadot blockchain sys-

tem. In this case 33% of the nodes of the entire blockchain network (with a current

market around 30bn USD) would need to act maliciously to attack the network,

which is economically infeasible given the penalties for doing so and the minor gains

in changing the information on one small specific blockchain.
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Oracle design (interaction with the blockchain)

A blockchain operates as a largely self-contained eco-system where transparency,

verifiability, and trust can be enforces. A blockchain, however, is typically only

useful when it has interaction outside of its enforced ecosystem. Communication

with the outside world is done with oracles, which is simply the name given to the

bridges that allow data into and out of the blockchain.

For submission of data on waste collection a push based inbound oracle design

is implemented. Where waste collection vehicles and treatment facilities submit

information to the blockchain. This approach has the disadvantage of forcing other

users to trust that the information they provide is accurate. However, there is some

decentralisation here, as typically treatment facilities and waste collection centres

are different operators and each will submit waste quantities and where these do

not match it will be possible to identify discrepancies.

For customers receiving information on their current recycling performance, a pull

based outbound oracle pattern is applied where users request this information from

the pallets.

The on-chain functionality to submit or request waste tracking information, check

waste performance and account balances, and send and receive Eco-Credits is im-

plemented in the previously discussed pallets. For users to actually make use of

this functionality they need a method to call these functions exposed in the pallets.

With Substrate this is done using a node.js based frontend that is able to send

transactions to the blockchain. As such the user interaction is similar in practice to

using a website. The user must, however, “sign” transactions sent to the blockchain

to prove they are authorised. This can be done either by using a wallet (such as

Polkadot.js) or the user can select to simply enter a password to decrypt a locally

stored account key that can be used by the frontend. The later approach is signif-

icantly less secure, however, the level of economic risk associated with having an

account compromised is likely to be low in this system. All of this functionality is

implemented based on the Substrate-frontend-template which provides functional-

ity for interacting with any Substrate blockchain and accessing functionality within

the implemented pallets.

Smart contract design pattern

Substrate offers the ability to implement one of several smart contract pallets into

a blockchain. However, in this case we choose not allow for a full smart contract

platform. The purpose of the BEE2WasteCrypto parachain is to achieve the specific

functions of waste tracking and user rewards and a platform capable of implementing

any logic requested requested by users in not required. This additionally greatly

reduces the security risks by only allowing a specific set of activities upon the

blockchain.

Governance and maintenance

A significant challenge for blockchain systems is implementing governance and de-

termining a process for maintenance and upgrades. In this case we implement a

simplistic framework suitable for the small case study for which this project will

be applied, however, this is an area in which significant changes would need to be
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made to scale to larger implementations with more stakeholders. As a governance

system we implement the democracy pallet which allows the ability to propose and

conduct votes on any issues such as changes to the blockchain. For the purpose of

the pilot study only a select set of users can vote or make proposals, however, Sub-

strate allows for the implementation of an elections pallet to allows for an elected

set of decision makers among all users which may be appropriate in the future.

Conclusions
Even developed countries are currently struggling to achieve sustainable levels of

recycling and waste treatment and this area is in urgent need of new solutions. One

area of particular concern is the treatment and sorting of household waste which

relies on household to do much of the separation in home. Rates of recycling and

quality of recycling separation vary highly and a number of factors have been used

to explain these differences. One factor of particular interest is the role of trust,

where this sector has traditionally suffered from a lack of trust and transparency

and an association with crime.

In this research we propose the use of an innovative waste collection and in-

centivization system called BEE2WasteCrypto. This system is developed with

blockchain technology to provide a transparent and trusted record of the supply

chain journey of consumer waste after leaving the household and link economic

incentives and penalties to household recycling behavior.

An innovative hybrid blockchain, called a Polkadot parachain, is implemented

for this project. Polkadot is a blockchain network that allows for the flexibility to

take advantage of the benefits of public and private blockchains which each have

proporties that are desirable for this application. By developing a parachain, we

are allowed the flexibility to design a system that can deal with the number of

transactions, and more importantly the level of data, required to track the large

quantity of waste produced in a city without incurring the costs of trying to do so

on a public blockchain. However, we maintain the property of trust, as each block

that is added to the blockchain must be validated by the wider Polkadot network,

not just the actors using the BEE2WasteCrypto blockchain.

To build this parachain we make use of a set of blockchain decision making cri-

teria from the literature intended to identify the decisions that must be made in

implementing a blockchain project. Having specified the approach to blockchain

runtime, data management, performance, security, oracle design, smart contracts,

and governance we show how a blockchain can be constructed to achieve this design

with the Substrate blockchain framework.

The final system will be piloted in a small town in Portugal and the system

designed allows for either current technology or and ideal set of technology avail-

abilities. While the current system is designed for a particular case study there is

significant potential for future research to expand this blockchain to be capable of

handling multiple locations and applications. The supply chain tracking function-

ality additionally opens the door to the introduction of reverse supply chains, such

as in the disposal of e-waste, where household items are tracked after disposal for

the manufacturer to ensure their correct recycling or disposal.
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Table 2 Assessment of system against blockchain suitability criteria.

Criteria Application to waste collection system Result Blockchain
suitable

Multi-party Multiple parties are involved in this system,
including the household, the waste collec-
tion utility, waste and recycling treatment
facilities, and local municipalities.

Required X

Trusted
authority

Unfortunately, the waste management sec-
tor suffers from a lack of trust and there are
incentives for actors in this sector to report
inaccurate information. For this reason, a
trusted central authority is not appropriate
for this application

Not possible X

Centralized
operation

The system envisaged required operation
of the system from multiple parties for
registering data, allocating rewards, and
spending rewards.

Not required X

Data trans-
parency vs
confiden-
tiality

Data transparency is a key goal of this so-
lution and so is a required feature of the
data management system.

Required X

Data
integrity

Data integrity is again a requirement, both
in ensuring that supply chain tracking is
trusted and to implement a payment type
reward system

Required X

Data im-
mutability

Data immutability provides a trusted
record to implement a supply chain track-
ing system. Data immutability is a identi-
fied as a key characteristic to deliver trust
[37].

Required X

High per-
formance

As discussed in [37] high performance
is relative and the performance of a
blockchain system will depend on design.
However, neither Big Data or high velocity
data are required.

Not required X
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